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IAAQLI Case Study


Indianapolis African American Quality of Life Initiative

Streamlining Community Grant Programs: 

How SmarterSelect Helped IAAQLI Manage a Large-Scale Initiative


The intuitive, customizable SmarterSelect grants management software enabled the Indianapolis 

African American Quality of Life Initiative (IAAQLI) to quickly and efficiently launch and manage 

a large-scale grant program tailored to their specific needs.


Non-profit Organization & Grant Maker

Flexible, Easy to Use, 
Cost and Time Savings

Grant management for their $100 
million grant from the Lilly Endowment

Situation

The IAAQLI needed to quickly set up and manage a large grants program funded by a $100 million 

investment from Lilly Endowment.



The organization needed to distribute the funds through an open grant competition with a complex 

review process.



Solution

SmarterSelect allowed IAAQLI to quickly set up an online grants management system tailored to their 

needs. The setup of SmarterSelect was measured in days, thus enabling IAAQLI to start accepting 

applications faster than before. 



The system is intuitive and easy to use without coding or complex setup. IAAQLI was able to build 

customized application forms and easily update them for each round of funding.



SmarterSelect provided the infrastructure to efficiently manage a high volume of applications and collect 

evaluator feedback on each one.



The SmarterSelect library of resources and community forum allowed IAAQLI to view examples from 

other organizations to model their own applications and processes.



Ongoing grant recipient reporting built into the system allows IAAQLI to track results and gather 

feedback to improve the program over time as well.



SmarterSelect provided a cost-effective, scalable solution compared to other more complex or expensive 

options. It aligned well with IAAQLI's needs as a newer program.

IAAQLI was not yet an established organization as it was started specifically for this 5-year grants 

initiative. Therefore, they didn't have existing systems or infrastructure to manage the grants program.



They anticipated a high volume of grant applications (100-200 per round) that needed to be efficiently 

reviewed by a team of over 30 evaluators.



They wanted to be able to easily build application forms, implement smart logic, and enhance the process 

over time based on feedback.




"I think between the system being intuitive and also the instructional videos 

that were available and the support that we received from Smarter Select, it 

was fairly easy to pick up, and run with...We've been able to utilize smart 

applications, and use logic in order to enhance the work and make our 

[process] smoother and cleaner. SmarterSelect helped our application and 

review process go much much faster."

Director of Grants & Data Management for IAAQLI

Alicia Baird-

Results

Easy to Use

IAAQLI was able to easily build customized application forms tailored to their needs. They also 

appreciated the ability to continually update the application and process based on user feedback to 

improve each funding round.

Cost & Time Savings

SmarterSelect provided a cost-effective solution compared to other options, maximizing IAAQLI's 

administrative efficiency. The easy-to-use system also minimized the staff time needed to set up and 

manage the grants program.

Great Customer Support 

SmarterSelect’s support and training allowed IAAQLI to start accepting applications quickly and 

efficiently manage a high volume of 100-200 applications per funding round.



How SmarterSelect Can Help You

Quick Time to Launch: Just like we helped IAAQLI to quickly launch a large-scale grants program, you 

too can get your program off the ground fast.

Easy to Build Applications: Our customized application forms can be tailored to your organization's 

specific needs.

Easy to Build Applications: Our customized application forms can be tailored to your organization's 

specific needs

Efficiency at Scale: Imagine being able to efficiently manage a high volume of applications with less 

effort. Robust features like conditional logic, calculations, document uploads, etc. help to support 

complex needs.

Collaborative Learning: Shared resources like our knowledge base, video tutorials, and community 

forum allowed IAAQLI to model their applications after examples from other organizations.

Streamlined Evaluation: Make your review process much easier by collecting feedback and scoring 

applications in one place. Our platform is intuitive for both grant administrators and application 

candidates to use with little training needed.

Reporting Made Easy: SmarterSelect reporting features helped IAAQLI track grant program impact and 

results over time, and we can do the same for you too!

Cost-effective: When compared to other complex and expensive options, SmarterSelect gives you 

everything you need to maximize efficiency without breaking the bank.

With SmarterSelect on your side, you can launch your program faster 

while saving time and money. Book a demo to see how easy and flexible 

our software is for organizations just like yours!

https://www.smarterselect.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=8b4f0a66-b4a3-47c1-a5b1-c36dfeceb31c&signature=AAH58kE4ykcop9pIyI-658_RBXSf7dijrg&pageId=29029801862&placement_guid=7f83f622-e697-42d4-beed-7c9b0cb9dd95&click=0a723e63-6713-4c5a-8738-96c696808ca2&hsutk=d78468e08d41a9ac1fc0576003c93975&canon=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.smarterselect.com%2Fabout-smarter-select&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.smarterselect.com%2F&portal_id=2308829&redirect_url=APefjpEZiSsW5p5yYPLxmQwU8WK8RXq-1Agd_r9F8NpkusqT0wCDyZKlTN8j35ZKbNiZCWO5Z4_Y3QSumqp6LXZzv02F_A7hK0fps9IWk_3ZvMYRW0Q7EZHy9Uf3a_qnvPBmfD93zHLeVEjdS_03saRlpI5lZI_lQmWhzOAbjET9mcrPTesCOQidl6avmAqD24Nqd0M2-gcsJkiBPzFSibsBC5UOqOHBc21niZeiUQwd9W4QTuHNImaI94dQvOqG9ZZ8BKbawxP_eY-63nXuQ7-OnvVRu1yoS7Y-v6_aOlnzaOdpH92IZTw&__hstc=220008262.d78468e08d41a9ac1fc0576003c93975.1685051307622.1690383400118.1691543350029.19&__hssc=220008262.2.1691543350029&__hsfp=256999223&contentType=standard-page

